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Quartet in E-flat major for Piano, Violin, Viola, and Cello, K. 493

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart 
Born January 27, 1756 in Salzburg.
Died December 5, 1791 in Vienna.

Composed in 1786.

Duration: 28 minutes

As Mozart reached his full maturity in the years after arriving in Vienna in 1781, his most 
expressive manner of writing, whose chief evidences are the use of minor modes, chromaticism, 
rich counterpoint, and thorough thematic development, appeared in his compositions with 
increasing frequency. Among the most important harbingers of the shift in Mozart’s musical 
language was the G minor Quartet for Piano, Violin, Viola, and Cello (K. 478), which he 
completed on October 16, 1785 in response to a commission for three such works from the 
publisher Franz Hoffmeister. Hoffmeister had only entered the business a year earlier, and 
Mozart’s extraordinary and disturbing score, for which the publisher saw little market, threw a 
fright into him. “Write more popularly, or else I can neither print nor pay for anything of yours!” 
he admonished. Mozart cast some quaint expletives upon the publisher’s head and said it was 
fine with him if the contract was canceled. It was. (Composer and publisher remained friends and 
associates, however. The following year, Hoffmeister brought out the Quartet in D major, K. 499, 
which still bears his name as sobriquet.) Rather surprisingly, then, Mozart completed another 
piano quartet, one in E-flat major (K. 493), eight months later in Vienna, on June 3, 1786, without 
any known prospect of commission or publication. The new work was somewhat lighter in mood 
than its G minor predecessor but was every bit as rich (and challenging to the contemporary 
Viennese taste) in its harmonic daring and contrapuntal elaborations. Artaria & Co., proving 
more bold than Hoffmeister, acquired the piece and published both of the piano quartets a year 
later; there are hints in contemporary documents that they enjoyed a number of performances in 
Vienna. Mozart played K. 493 at the palace of his host in Prague, Count Joseph Thun, when he 
visited that city in January 1787 to observe for himself the wild success there of his Marriage of 
Figaro.

The E-flat Piano Quartet opens with a broad, dramatic statement in chordal texture that 
serves as preface to the half-dozen motives comprising the first theme group. The complementary 
subject is a graceful tune with a turn-figure initiated by the piano and quickly taken over by the 
violin. It is this motive that is used, through modulation and instrumental dialogue, as the 
exclusive material of the development section. The recapitulation provides both formal balance 
and further elaborations of the themes, with the turn-figure motive serving as the subject for a 
brief coda. The Larghetto melds sonata-form balance, wistful grace, and melodic suavity with 
audacious harmonic invention (almost every phrase in the movement is immediately repeated 
with some unexpectable change of harmony) and expressive intensity. The finale is a large rondo 
with sonata elements based on a subject that Mozart authority Alfred Einstein deemed “the 
purest, most childlike and godlike melody ever sung.” The movement tries to break into 
unrestrained jubilation, but it is always held back by a certain inner tension expressed through 
the chromaticism of its harmony.



Rondo in A major for Violin and Strings, D. 438

Franz Schubert
Born January 31, 1797 in Vienna.
Died there on November 19, 1828.

Composed in 1816.

Duration: 14 minutes

Schubert’s interest in orchestral music first became apparent while he was a student at the 
Choir School of the Imperial and Royal Court Chapel in Vienna, where his talents were 
recognized both by his teachers, Wenze Ruzicka (“I can’t teach him anything else, he learned it all 
from God himself”) and the celebrated Antonio Salieri (“You can do everything, you are a 
genius”), and his fellow students. Schubert wrote his First Symphony in 1813, the year that his 
voice broke and he left the Royal Chapel. The following year, he reluctantly took up a teaching 
position at his father’s school in the Viennese suburbs as a way of avoiding conscription into 
military service, but he continued composing, frequently writing works for the amateur musical 
soirées that he organized at his house. A family string quartet, comprising his brothers Ferdinand 
and Ignaz on violins, his father on cello, and Franz on viola, attracted other players and soon 
evolved into a small orchestra. They rehearsed at first in the Schubert household, but as the 
membership grew, new quarters had to be found for their activities and they moved in 1816 to 
the apartments of Leopold von Sonnleithner in central Vienna. It was for those informal evenings 
that Schubert composed his first six symphonies and the A major Rondo for Violin and Strings.

The Rondo, which dates from June 1816, was probably written for Schubert’s brother 
Ferdinand, a competent violinist, organist, and teacher, who is largely remembered for his fine job 
of organizing and preserving the unsorted piles of his brother’s manuscripts after Franz’s death. 
(The composer himself dabbled with the violin, but never evinced enough skill on the instrument 
to be more than a section player.) Schubert’s only other concerted works for violin, a Concertstück 
(1816) and a Polonaise (1817), were probably also written for Ferdinand. The Rondo is modeled in 
spirit and structure on the music of Mozart, whom Schubert revered. It opens with an elaborate 
slow introduction, balancing soft and loud gestures by the strings, before the violin enters with its  
own wide-ranging melody. The main body of the piece is disposed in rondo form, with the 
returns of the principal theme, an infectious tune of dance-like vivacity, separated by episodes of 
contrasting character. The Rondo is a delightful souvenir of the Hausmusik of a by-gone time, a 
work brought into being by a young Franz Schubert for no other reason than the love of family 
and the love of his art.

Double Concerto in D minor for Violin, Piano, and Strings

Felix Mendelssohn
Born February 3, 1809 in Hamburg.
Died November 4, 1847 in Leipzig.

Composed in 1823.



Duration: 35 minutes

In addition to being born with the proverbial silver spoon, Felix Mendelssohn was virtually 
bestowed a golden baton as a natal gift. His parents’ household was among the most cultured 
and affluent in all of Berlin, but his family saw to it that his privilege was well balanced by 
discipline and responsibility. Young Felix arose at 5:00 every morning (6:00 on Sunday), and spent 
several hours in private tutoring with the best available teachers. When his musical talents 
became obvious in his early years, he was first given instruction in piano, and soon thereafter in 
theory and composition by the distinguished pedagogue Carl Friedrich Zelter. Mendelssohn’s 
earliest dated composition is a cantata completed on January 3, 1820, three weeks before his 11th 
birthday, though that work was almost certainly preceded by others whose exact dates are not 
recorded. To display the boy’s blossoming musical abilities, the Mendelssohn mansion was 
turned into a twice-monthly concert hall featuring the precocious youngster’s achievements. A 
large summer house was fitted as an auditorium seating several hundred, and every other 
Sunday morning the city’s finest musicians were brought in to perform both repertory works and 
the latest flowers of Mendelssohn’s creativity. 

A frequent participant in the Mendelssohn Sunday matinees was Eduard Rietz, a close friend 
of young Felix and a violinist of excellent talent and taste. Rietz, born in Berlin in 1802 (just seven 
years before Mendelssohn), was the son of a musical family—his father was a musician at the 
Prussian court; his brother, Julius, a noted cellist, conductor, and composer, succeeded 
Mendelssohn as director of the Leipzig Gewandhaus concerts upon the composer’s death in 1847 
and edited his complete works for publication in the 1870s. Mendelssohn began violin lessons in 
1816 with Carl Wilhelm Henning, a respected member of the Berlin Opera orchestra, but soon 
thereafter requested that his instruction be taken over by Rietz. In appreciation and friendship, he  
composed a violin concerto in D minor for Rietz in 1822 and three years later presented him with 
the superb Octet for Strings as a birthday gift. (Young Felix is thought to have played one of the 
viola parts at the premiere in October.) The year 1823 yielded a spate of new works in whose 
performances Rietz participated: Piano Quartet in F minor, Op. 2; String Quartet in E-flat 
(published posthumously); the last three of the string sinfonias; Sonata in F minor for Piano and 
Violin, Op. 4; and the present Double Concerto in D minor for Violin and Piano, completed on 
May 6, 1823, three months after his 14th birthday, in which the composer joined Rietz as soloists. 
It was Rietz who wrote out Mendelssohn’s study score of the St. Matthew Passion from Bach’s 
original manuscript (to which the composer’s musically knowledgeable maternal grandmother, 
who had known Bach’s son Carl Philip Emanuel when she grew up in Berlin, had gained access), 
and who both copied out the parts for his friend’s epochal revival of the work in 1829 and acted 
as concertmaster, refusing payment for any of his services. Rietz and Mendelssohn remained 
close, and Felix was deeply grieved by Eduard’s premature death from consumption in January 
1832, at the age of 30. “He was my favorite violinist,” Mendelssohn wrote. “The knowledge that 
there was such a man in the world, one in whom you could repose, and who lived to love you, 
and whose wishes and aims were identical with your own—that is all over. It is the most severe 
blow I have ever received. Never can I forget him.” As a memorial to Rietz, he composed the 
touching Adagio that became the slow movement of the String Quintet in A major, Op. 18.

The ambitious D minor Concerto for Violin and Piano of 1823, whose duration rivals that of 
Beethoven’s “Emperor” Concerto, joins Mendelssohn’s thorough training in Bachian 
counterpoint and Classical form with his feeling for the fashionable mannerisms of 19th-century 
virtuoso string and keyboard performance. The 14-year-old composer showed off his precocious 
skill at polyphony with the main theme, which consists of a rudimentary motive comprising a 
step and a falling fifth intoned above a chugging contrapuntal accompaniment. An arching lyrical 
melody in a brighter tonality provides contrast before the main theme and its melodramatic 



mood return to round out the introduction. The piano and violin announce their entry with 
rocket arpeggios, which they continue as an elaborate filigree strewn upon the repetition of the 
main theme. The violin reiterates the second theme from the introduction above the piano’s 
background while the orchestra remains largely silent, establishing the primacy that the soloists 
enjoy throughout the concerto. The expansive development section, nicely balanced between 
figuration and motivic elaboration, is interrupted twice by recitative-like cadenza passages, the 
second of which serves as the bridge to the recapitulation. (Mendelssohn revived this formal 
technique in his E minor Violin Concerto, written 21 years later.) The complete return of the 
earlier themes and a cadenza, a sort of miniature sonata for violin and piano, end the movement. 
The Adagio, a set of free variations on the tender theme presented at the outset by the orchestra, 
uses a wealth of inventive and carefully devised solo figurations that attest to Mendelssohn’s 
knowledge of both piano and violin. The sonata-form finale, all bustle and brilliance, resumes the  
contrapuntal interplay and restless mood of the opening movement. A coda based on the second 
theme turns temporarily to the radiance of D major, but the work’s home tonality proves 
irresistible, and the concerto ends with ribbons of scales in the anxious principal key of D minor.
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